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Introduction
• India ranks first among rain fed agricultural countries of the world with 66% of its total cropped area
• Smallholder farmers are disproportionately vulnerable to climate change
• Watershed Development Programs (WDPs) are tools to reduce vulnerability, enhance resilience and build adaptive capacities
• The study analyses and compares the effectiveness of the WDPs against climate vulnerability by developing a composite index and applying
sensitivity analysis to identify significant components of vulnerability

Material & Methods
• Study area: Palakkad district, Kerala
• Tools: Household survey 07-12/2015
• Sampling: Multistage cluster sampling
• Sample size: 215 households
• WDPs by Self Government, NonGovernmental Organisation & Local
Government

Adaptive capacity
Socio-demographic profile
Socio-economic assets
Livelihood strategies
Social networks
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Climate Vulnerability Index (CVI RFT)
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Exposure
Climate variability
Natural disaster impact

• Theory driven and deductive
• Location specific indicators
• Standardisation of subcomponents
• Balanced weighted approach
• Bootstrapping

9 indicators
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Fig. 1 Dimensions and major components of CVI RFT

Fig. 2 Histogram and Kernel Density Plot of the CVI (a) and the dimensions
adaptive capacity (b), exposure (c) and sensitivity (d).

Results & Discussion
1. No significant differences in the adaptive capacity of the three
watershed small holder communities
2. Significant differences in sensitivity and exposure dimensions

3. ‘Livelihood Strategies’ and ‘Social Network’ are the most influencing
major components of vulnerability among smallholder farmers in the
watersheds

Conclusion & Recommendations
• A single aggregate index representation of climate vulnerability may
be appealing for policy makers but is inaccurate and highly
misleading without sensitivity analysis
• Policy makers may enact measures to promote diversification of
livelihoods
Fig. 3 Significant differences between major components, dimensions an the CVI RFT

Future directions
 An analysis of the farmer’s perception and knowledge about the
existing adaptation strategies
 Binary logistic modelling to identify the main drivers of adaptation
strategies by the farmers
 More profound uncertainty and sensitivity analysis / Quality
assessment of indicators
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• People’s participation should be ensured in the development
programs along with promotion of capacity building programs to
augment social capital
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